
Hybrid infrastructure, digital transformation, privacy concerns, and a shortage of security expertise are just a 

few of the key factors driving a constantly evolving security landscape. Gartner estimates that security as a 

service (SECaaS) will represent at least 50 percent of security software delivery by 2020. Is your organization 

prepared to keep up and stay on top of emerging security trends?

Clarify360 can extend your IT security team and provide solutions to future-proof your security stance. We 

work with each of our clients to ensure they’re ready to recognize and mitigate security risks proactively by 

identifying solutions across the following areas: 

• Managed Threat Detection
• Managed Secure Web Gateway
• Managed Network Access Control
• Managed Email Security
• Managed UTM
• Managed Two Factor Authentication
• Managed Endpoint Protection
• Managed Application Control
• Managed IDS/IPS

• Managed DDoS Protection
• MDR for Endpoints
• Detection, Analytics & Response
• Firewall Management
• Digital Forensics & Incident Response
• SSL Certificate Lifecycle Management
• IAM
• PAM
• Cloud Security

• Managed Security Testing
• Managed Web Appl icat ion  Firewall
• Database & Big Data Scanning
• Application Scanning
• Network Vulnerability Scanning

• Risk Assessment
• PCI Compliance
• Security Awareness Education
• Secure Development Training
• Merchant Risk Management
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About Clarify360

Clarify360 is a technology sourcing and consulting provider specializing in 

the discovery, planning, and migration of cloud / colocation, connectivity, 

collaboration, and security deployments globally. Our key goal is to 

shorten the IT procurement process for our clients while optimizing costs 

and ROI. With roots in network connectivity and telecommunications 

dating back more than two decades, reducing complexity and leveraging 

IT savings for our clients is part of our DNA.
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Our team works with dozens of solution partners spanning the IT security landscape. Our expertise and 

partnerships ensure the right solution is sourced for your enterprise. Our security partners include:

support@clarify360.com

Clarify360

@Clarify360

844-725-2743

Best of Breed Solution Partners

“Clarify360 has proven to be 

an instrumental extension of 

our IT Security team. Their 

involvement and industry 

expertise with 4 separate 

security projects has given us 

options we weren’t originally 

aware of. Clarify360 knows the 

industry and players, saving 

us valuable time. Clarify360 

extended our capabilities by 

adding a tremendous grasp of 

the market, depth of knowledge 

of capabilities, extraordinary 

provider relationships, and all 

blended with consideration of our 

particular needs.”

Daniel Pastrana

IT Security Supervisor

MMM Holdings

What Our Customers Say
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